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You’ve got a business to run – jobs to get done and payroll to make. We understand those pressures and it shows in the trucks we design and build.
Our medium-duty trucks prove to be one of best business assets day in and day out – for any business. No one offers more options to build a truck
to match your specific job needs, and no one is in the same class in terms of durable construction and practical design.
Whether your business involves inner-city, short haul or work-site operation, Peterbilt medium-duty trucks deliver
for both the driver and fleet manager.
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The Model 348 was designed to exceed the rigid demands of Class 7 and
Class 8 specialty application markets that require rugged durability and a
wide range of option content. The Model 348 represents a multi-dimensional
performer with a GVW beginning at 33,000 lbs. and optional capacity ratings
to suit almost any vocation. The 348 is also available in a specifically designed
all-wheel-drive configuration.
The Model 348 is one of Peterbilt’s most versatile vocational trucks.
From construction and crane service to utility and delivery services in both
Class 7 and Class 8 markets, the 348 is in a class by itself.

DURABILITY

The Model 348 is constructed with an
all-aluminum cab that is lightweight for
fuel efficiency and corrosion-resistant for
durability. The Metton® hood is lightweight
but strong, and tilts open a full 90 degrees
for easier access to key service points.
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VERSATILITY

Available with a GVW between 33,000–
56,000 lbs. for off-road vocational
applications, the Model 348 meets the
demands of virtually any work application.

FUEL EFFICIENCY

Peterbilt offers two proprietary engines.
Both provide outstanding fuel
economy for greater reliability and
overall performance.

ERGONOMICS

The dash features LED backlit gauges
that are easy to read, a driver information
display for critical vehicle data and rocker
switches within easy reach.
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The Peterbilt Model 337 is built to take on the big jobs. That’s why it’s
available as a Class 7 truck or tractor with a GVW up to 33,000 lbs.
The Model 337 earned its durable reputation from features such as the Metton®
hood and stainless steel grille for superior protection of the cooling system.
Plus, the sloping aerodynamic hood enhances driver visibility and productivity.
A multiplex electrical system offers diagnostic simplicity and reliability with
solid-state gauges and clearly numbered, color-coded wiring.
The Model 337 delivers a signature combination of comfort, serviceability,
visibility and versatility. It’s ideal for truck and tractor applications such as
wrecker, tanker, beverage delivery and municipal utilities.

DURABILITY

Stamped from a single piece of steel,
with no seams or fasteners, the 337
bumper is as durable as it is protective.
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MANEUVERABILITY

Featuring a 50-degree wheel cut, the 337
allows drivers to maneuver in congested
urban environments as well as tight loading
and unloading conditions.

VISIBILITY

An impact-resistant Lexan® Lens safeguards
high-intensity forward lighting. No special
tools are needed for lamp adjustment or
bulb replacement.

VERSATILITY

Available as a truck or tractor and with
a full range of suspension options, the
337 delivers the ideal match for your
particular application.
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An exceptional performer in every setting, the Peterbilt Model 330 is the head of the class
in versatility. Simple to operate with low overall operating costs, some businesses choose
this Class 6 vehicle for their drivers without commercial licenses. The thoughtfully designed
interior space and tight turning ability with wheel cuts up to 50 degrees make it universally
popular with commercial and non-commercial drivers alike.
The Model 330 is highly adaptable, combining durability and power with options to
match the needs of the job and the driver. It’s ideal for refrigerated van, pickup and
delivery, wrecker and municipal utility applications.

QUALITY COMPONENTS

The bumper, grille, cab-mounted mirrors
and sun visor are all classic Peterbilt
features, but their real beauty is their
outstanding durability.
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PERFORMANCE

The PACCAR PX-7 Engine offers
high horsepower and torque plus
outstanding fuel economy for greater
overall performance.

FLEXIBILITY

The Model 330 gives you plenty of
options. It can be configured up to
26,000 lbs. to meet the demands of
any medium-duty application.

DRIVABILITY

Available with either air or hydraulic brakes,
the 330 is a powerful workhorse that can
be driven without a CDL.
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Available exclusively as a truck, and perfect for light- and medium-duty applications, the
Model 325 is a hard-working Class 5 powerhouse with no commercial driver’s license required
for operation. With a GVW of 19,500 lbs., it thrives with the 200–300 hp output of the
PACCAR PX-7 Engine under the hood. Everything is driver-friendly. Gauges are easy to read.
Switches are easy to reach. Service points are quick to access. It’s all designed to keep
drivers relaxed and productive.
The Model 325 is designed to maximize operation efficiency with an ergonomic cab,
hydraulic brakes and single-axle drive. It’s ideal for pickup and delivery, landscaping and
municipal utility applications.

DURABILITY

The distinctive Peterbilt split windshield
design is made of two pieces of glass.
This allows for easy and cost-effective
replacement.
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DRIVABILITY

Hydraulic brakes come standard, and
they’re as easy to service as they are
to operate.

SERVICEABILITY

The hood tilts open 90 degrees for
easier engine access and serviceability.
The durable Metton® hood is secured
with a locking device to prevent
unintentional closure.

VERSATILITY

Available in a single-axle truck configuration
with the power to handle Class 5 applications
day in and day out.
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The Peterbilt Models 220 and 210 deliver a combination of maneuverability,

The little things add up. And when they’re right, done the

visibility and value that is best in class.

Peterbilt way, they reduce operating costs year after year.

The Model 220 is a beautifully compact package offering driver comfort, easy
service, entry safety features and vigorous power. Featuring 22.5" tires, the 220
meets dock height requirements. The standard Allison automatic transmission and
standard air brakes make it even easier for the driver to perform at their best.
The Model 210 is designed for driver productivity with 360-degree visibility, tight
turning capability, rugged protection and convenient storage. Ideal for the urban
environment and drivers without a CDL, the Peterbilt Model 210 is available as a
Class 6 straight truck with GVW rated at 26,000 lbs.

Peterbilt helps you balance costs without sacrificing power
or quality. Begin with a custom frame layout that’s both
rugged and perfectly matched to your application.
Then add an all-aluminum cab that is lightweight for fuel
economy and corrosion-resistant for durability. A durable
Metton® hood is lightweight but strong, and the stainless
steel grille surround adds durability and classic style.
Under the hood that tilts open a full 90 degrees for easy
service, you’ll find PACCAR Engines featuring advanced
innovations to improve power, reduce fuel consumption

The PACCAR PX-7 engine delivers out-

The PACCAR PX-9 engine has one of the

standing performance and excellent fuel

highest power-to-weight ratios in its class

At the heart of every medium-duty truck from PACCAR

economy while minimizing operational

and delivers the durability and efficiency

is an optimized and integrated drivetrain featuring the

costs and maximizing uptime to provide

needed to lower operating expenses, reduce

industry-leading quality, reliability and fuel economy

customers a superior lifetime value.

maintenance and increase productivity.

and lower service costs.

of PACCAR PX Engines.
These competitive advantages bring customers in Class 5
or weight-sensitive Class 8 applications the power they

VISIBILITY

Exceptional visibility results from the
combination of an expansive windshield,
extra-large side windows and
heated mirrors.
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SERVICEABILITY

Service checks are easy. The front panel
opens for quick access to the air filter,
coolant, refrigerant, washer fluid, powersteering fluid and engine oil.

CONVENIENT ERGONOMICS

Entry and exit are safer and easier with
stair-style steps with non-slip treads and
ergonomically positioned doors that open
a wide 90 degrees.

MANEUVERABILITY

With an extremely tight turning radius,
the 220 and 210 readily tackle tight
spaces and master difficult maneuvers.

need to get the job done with an engine that will provide
years of dependable, virtually service-free operation.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS
Size
Engine
Peak Torque
*Restrictions apply.

210/220 325 330 337 348 HYBRID
6.7 Liters
200 – 360* hp
520 – 800 lb-ft

MODELS
Size
Engine
Peak Torque

337

348

8.9 Liters
260 – 450* hp
720 – 1,250 lb-ft

*Restrictions apply.
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Every detail in Peterbilt’s medium-duty interior has been thoughtfully designed
to create a comfortable and productive working environment. The ergonomic
dash features LED backlit gauges that are easy to read, a driver information
display for critical vehicle data and rocker switches within easy reach.
An in-mold process embeds color directly onto the dash for a long-lasting
finish, virtually eliminating fading, scratching and peeling. Removable dash
panels allow easy access to electrical and HVAC components. Peterbilt’s
extended day cab option adds 10 inches to the standard cab length,
2.5 inches of additional seat travel behind the wheel, 92% more seat room
to recline and 4.5 cubic feet of storage behind the driver’s seat.

CONVENIENT ERGONOMICS

Power controls for door locks and power
windows are conveniently located in the
door panel, and a multi-function turnstalk
and easy-to-read driver information center
provide a comfortable, ergonomic driver
environment.
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DRIVER COMFORT

Features like dual cup holders, plush
two-tone seats and powerful HVAC system
for year-round climate control provide
additional driver comfort.

SMARTNAV

TM

The groundbreaking new SmartNav system
provides truck-specific navigation, telematics,
an integrated audio system with iPod®
capabilities, plus vehicle data monitoring
in a 7-inch touch screen that is easy to use
and integrated seamlessly into the dash.

210/220 INTERIOR

The spacious Model 210/220 interior features
a wrap-around dash with a driver information
display, a multi-function steering wheel
and ample storage including overhead
and rear-wall compartments.
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DEALER SUPPORT

With more than 250 dealer locations in the United States and Canada, Peterbilt’s extensive dealer
network means you or your driver is never far from Peterbilt parts, service and sales expertise.

PACCAR Financial provides
the financing and insurance tools
that are key to the success of
any trucking operation and will
work with your Peterbilt dealer to customize a financing package
that suits your needs.
This full-service leasing program offers contract
maintenance, logistics services, insurance,
fuel tax reporting and other support services
available to PacLease customers.

The right part for your Peterbilt truck is always in stock thanks
to the TruckCare Connect program. The PACCAR Parts online
inventory management system and electronic cataloging help
ensure instant accessibility of the right part for your needs.

www.peterbilt.com

CALL 1-800-552-0024 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
PACLEASE & PACCAR FINANCIAL PLANS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS.
PETERBILT MOTORS COMPANY, A DIVISION OF PACCAR.
BUCKLE-UP FOR SAFETY • PETE-XXXX 3/2013
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Complimentary Customer Assistance
Call 1-800-4PETERBILT
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